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Inequality is said by many of our leading thinkers to be the de-
fining issue of our time. Often, the reason given for the increase in 
inequality is located in innovation itself. Under this view, tech-
nology disproportionately increases the incomes of those who can 
take advantage of it, helping the one percent more than anyone 
else.1 It also threatens the jobs of the less skilled. In my view, 
however, modern innovation ultimately helps reduce real ine-
quality, certainly globally, and even within the United States. And 
it does so for fundamental, not contingent, reasons. 

Information technology changes the world by using infor-
mation to better deploy material resources. Because of the na-
ture of our accelerating technology, that information rapidly 
becomes common property, benefiting everyone. Modern in-
formation technology dematerializes the world and thus de-
mocratizes it. Material resources are ultimately finite, but func-
tionality of technology is not. The move from “its” to “bits” is 
thus a move to equality, and so is the acceleration of change 
because that acceleration rapidly pushes down the cost of pre-
vious innovations. Economic value is increasingly created not 
by material things but by the information from our accelerating 
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technology that arranges the material. Information can be 
shared equally in ways that material goods cannot. 

This means that our circumstances are more equal than conven-
tional income measures would suggest.2 To the extent that ine-
quality should be addressed by policy, acknowledging these ob-
servations will help us draft more promising solutions, policies 
designed to increase innovation, and improvements to education 
rather than simply transfer resources from one group to another. 

I. OUR DEMATERIALIZING, ACCELERATING TECHNOLOGY 

Thomas Jefferson once said, “He who receives an idea from 
me receives instruction himself without lessening mine; as he 
who lights his taper at mine receives light without darkening 
me.”3 In the Information Age, we enjoy an ever-greater access to 
an ever-brighter light that generates more value and consump-
tion for all—substantially tempering the effect of technology’s 
differential boost on incomes.4 The accelerating pace of techno-
logical change drives down the cost of these information-based 
products, sometimes so far that they decrease to zero.5 

What is the driving force of technology and its acceleration 
today? It is largely information technology and computation.6 
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Moore’s Law is part of a long-term growth in computation.7 
Electromechanical methods began the push for enhanced com-
putation more than a century ago.8 They were replaced by vac-
uum tubes, which were surpassed by transistors, which gave 
way to today’s integrated circuit.9 Other methods under re-
search today, from optical computing to nanotubes, are likely 
to be responsible for continued growth.10 This dramatic in-
crease in hardware capacity is only part of the story. Software 
has been improving apace as well.11 This interconnectivity by 
the Internet brings machines closer together, and this accelerat-
ing power in hardware, software, and connectivity relentlessly 
transforms economic sectors.12 

In artificial intelligence’s most recent trial, Watson, the IBM 
machine, beat the best Jeopardy! players in the world.13 This re-
flects advances in all those areas. The computer disentangled 
humor, recognized puns, and resolved ambiguity. Unlike its 
predecessor, Big Blue, which defeated the world chess champi-
on fifteen years earlier, Watson succeeded in a less-precisely 
rule-driven game—one much more like the chaotic world we 
inhabit.14 This fluidity enables computing applications in an 
increasing number of areas. Watson is going into medical diag-
nostics,15 and these diagnostic programs will level the standard 
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of health care, making the rich’s access to the best doctors rela-
tively less valuable than it was before.16 The story of machine 
intelligence and its ability to level up is always the same: once 
it gains a foothold, it improves until it dominates.17 

If lawyers or law students think that they are immune to the 
leveling of the computational revolution, they are very mistak-
en. The work that junior associates once did—sorting docu-
ments for instance—is now going to machines.18 Computers 
can sort better than people because fatigue, boredom, and dis-
traction reduce human accuracy. Machine intelligence, in con-
trast, works nonstop without caffeine or sleep. For many law-
yers this may not be such a good result, but for legal consumers 
it is a tremendously equalizing force.19 

II. EXPONENTIAL COMPUTATIONAL CHANGE’S  
BOOST TO EQUALITY 

This exponential nature of computational change is more 
generally a powerful force for equality. It means that innova-
tions become more rapidly and broadly available. It took hun-
dreds of years after the clock was invented for timekeeping 
pieces to trickle down to the middle class.20 Even in the last 
century, only the relatively well-off had refrigerators and tele-
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visions.21 Today, new technology circulates through the popu-
lation far more quickly.22 Five years after the introduction of 
multi-touch smartphones, about half of America’s population 
had one.23 Today it is sixty-four percent and still growing.24 The 
basic reason is that new innovations make the last innovations 
less expensive as the value of even slightly less good intellectu-
al property is pushed toward zero.25 Outside the United States, 
smartphones have been a source of a substantial income equal-
ization with those in developing nations using them to inter-
connect and make money. Similarly, innovations in health care 
spread more rapidly. The improvements in health care do not 
even show up in the income statistics. As health care is put into 
the vessel of computation—for example, low-cost monitoring 
and detection of disease—improvements will also become 
more universally available.26 

More generally, the question of whether we have growing ine-
quality is related to the question of whether we are living in a 
period of great stagnation, with low economic growth.27 Some in 
Silicon Valley have pushed back against this claim by suggesting 
that GDP numbers do not capture all the free and near to free 
goods that software is creating, like apps and ever faster to access 
to information, as on Twitter and Facebook.28 Conservatives and 
libertarians should be very aware that the GDP is a government-
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imposed statistic, and that it thus may not capture all the increas-
es in human welfare.29 And, of course, if it is ignoring the increas-
ing availability of free goods, that fact provides evidence for the 
claim made here that innovation is tempering inequality by creat-
ing goods that all enjoy in common. 

It is of course true that people have been coming up with ideas 
for thousands of years, but the exponential increases in computa-
tional power and connectivity have accelerated this process.30 
And while it is true that most ideas must take material form in 
order in order to be converted into usable products, the lower 
costs of manufacturing—also made possible by computation—
mean that innovative ideas come across at much lower prices. 

One possible objection to this argument is that many innova-
tions are not free.31 In our society, some expressions of ideas are 
considered intellectual property, protected by patents and cop-
yrights, and the inventors and authors do charge for the use of 
that property. But our laws also happily limit protections even 
for expressions of ideas, requiring that patents describe new 
ideas in detail to be fully public in return for their patent pro-
tection.32 Thus, they provide inspiration for even more ideas. 
Perhaps even more importantly, technological acceleration lim-
its the duration of the effective monopoly of patents, often be-
cause the next thing is already around the corner, which makes 
the last great new thing less valuable.33 
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III. SPEEDING UP INNOVATION THROUGH POLICY 

This understanding of how technological progress reduces 
inequality of consumption can help us redirect government 
policy to reduce inequality further still. Public policy aimed at 
reducing inequality should thus focus not on direct transfers of 
wealth, but rather on improving education and increasing in-
novation.34 Better and more flexible education helps address 
the greatest possible downside to innovation—the disruption 
to employment—because better-educated individuals are much 
more able to transition to new jobs.35 And more innovation has 
the benefit of creating more ideas from which all can benefit. 

One of the real barriers to improving education and entre-
preneurialism is the structure of the public schools. These insti-
tutions are unlikely to prepare people well for entrepreneurial-
ism simply because their curriculum is decided from the top 
down by bureaucrats, who will just try to reproduce the con-
ventional wisdom.36 They do not find out what is good for 
people to know at a particular place and time. Given that pub-
lic schools are bureaucratic and often union-dominated, they 
are unlikely to be entrepreneurial themselves or sympathetic to 
focusing on the skills needed to prosper in the market.37 If we 
had a structure in which we had a more competitive education 
system where the leaders are more sympathetic to competition, 
rather than a system run largely by government bureaucrats, 
we would naturally see a better ecosystem emerge for encour-
aging the acquisition of the kinds of flexible skills needed to 
thrive in our rapidly changing world.38 
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The premise that schools do not have enough time to teach 
things such as entrepreneurship is false.39 They are often poorly 
managed and the teachers who are good are not properly in-
centivized.40 This structure needs to be changed and then there 
will be time to teach skills useful for competing in the modern 
world. It is not inconsistent, for instance, to teach skills of ac-
counting and mathematics simultaneously. It is striking, for 
instance, that many people do not come out of high school 
even knowing what a balance sheet is. That lesson can be built 
into understanding something about the manipulation of num-
bers. 

The other critically important step for increasing innova-
tion is to get government out of the way. Most obviously, the 
government should systematically eliminate regulations that 
help incumbents block the entry of new firms offering dis-
ruptive technologies that could transform the marketplace. 
At the local level, for instance, low-income urban residents, 
like those in Chicago and New York City, would benefit 
from the introduction of big-box stores that are often thwart-
ed by big-city labor unions.41 Those stores are an example of 
why prices for baskets of goods consumed by people of 
modest means have actually been decreasing far more than 
the basket of goods for people who are wealthy.42 

Happily, technological acceleration may also help us constrain 
bad government regulations, because it interferes with both the 
demand and supply of such regulations. It makes it less likely 
that the government will be used to perpetuate corporate inter-
ests. Public choice theory recognizes that companies attempt to 
use the government in furtherance of their goals.43 Given the 
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speed and unpredictability of changing technologies, companies 
will have more difficulty using regulation to prevent beneficial 
competition. In a world of technological acceleration, it is very 
hard to foresee all of the threats to a company, and that makes it 
very hard for them to use the government as a shield. 

Technological acceleration also tends to deliver technological 
shocks that make it very difficult for government to continue 
with suboptimal regulation. We see examples of that dynamic in 
the taxi industry.44 The benefits of having Uber and Lyft have 
become obvious, and that clarity makes it hard for politicians 
and bureaucrats to sustain special-interest regulations that help 
incumbents in the transportation industry.45 Another problem 
that regulators face today is that the regulations may become so 
obsolescent that people may be able to move around them.46 One 
might say that technological shock is the equivalent of war in its 
capacity to disorient and cofound the power of interest groups. 

Freer trade and more open world markets will also benefit in-
novation. On a global scale, international trade creates a larger, 
more integrated market that comes with greater incentives for 
innovation.47 Liberal immigration policies, particularly for the 
more talented, would also increase innovation.48 The free move-
ment of people allows those with talent to collaborate where they 
can gain the most. Even in our era of digital communication, in-
novators in places such as Silicon Valley or New York’s Silicon 
Alley improve their output by working closely together.49 
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More generally, a concern with inequality should lead to poli-
cies that decrease social rent-seeking, which directs people away 
from productive innovation and allows the wealthy to gain un-
earned rents from government. For instance, the artificial wealth 
from the too-big-to-fail financial regime has sometimes lured 
people into finance and away from other parts of the economy.50 
There is a large difference between the social benefits of entre-
preneurship and the social costs of government guarantees. Ste-
ve Jobs and Bill Gates, for example, are not resented for their 
massive wealth because it is well understood that they have 
helped everyone through their innovations. On the other hand, 
the bailout of big banks generated hostility toward the institu-
tions that lived high on the taxpayer guarantee.51 

Yet, I do not want to suggest that that there are no down-
sides to innovation for equality. It is true that innovation also 
may create dislocations to employment, as new forms of tech-
nology make old jobs obsolete. But there are not a fixed set of 
jobs so that the technology disruption leads to permanent job 
loss. The idea that there are a fixed number of jobs is so wrong 
that economics has name for it—the lump-sum fallacy. 52 Tech-
nology creates new jobs as well and so long as there is an infi-
nite range of human desires there will be new job opportuni-
ties. Although machines are very good at analytics, they are not 
very good at personal skills. So our future may see more peo-
ple investing in those kinds of things. 

To be sure, technological acceleration can happen so quickly 
that people may need help to transition to new jobs. But that 
issue emphasizes the importance of more flexible and efficient 
education, which I have discussed. 

Moreover, government can take advantage of the same tech-
nology that is disrupting jobs to improve policymaking to help 
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people find new jobs. As I discuss at length in my book, Acceler-
ating Democracy, the government also needs to innovate and uti-
lize evidence-based knowledge, taking advantage of the predic-
tion markets and empiricism made possible by technology. That 
kind of government would be in a better position to assess pro-
grams that may lead people to new kinds of employment. 

In conclusion, what we really need are politics that accelerate 
innovation. It will continue to temper inequality by creating an 
even greater common pool of ideas that we can all enjoy. A pol-
itics of innovation is also a politics of unity where different 
economic groups all gain, rather than a politics of division 
where some use government to their advantage at the expense 
of others. While politicians are forever talking about transcend-
ing divisions, the actual fostering of innovation is the best way 
to bring us together. More than ever before, our economy can 
be a positive-sum game in which the gains for some rapidly 
redound to the benefit of all. 

 


